Opportunity in uncertainty: now is the time to buy writes Oliver Marshall
As demand increases for haven assets amid equity market volatility and fears of a global
slowdown, savvy investors are turning to London property, lured by a weakened Sterling and
bargain prices. However, with a maturing bear market and renewed confidence in the pound as
fears of a no-deal Brexit decline, now could be as good as it gets.

Finding the pot of gold at the bottom of the rainbow
has always meant, for investors in London prime
residential property, finding the bottom of the market.
Just like the end of the rainbow, however, the bottom of
the market is, for most of us, frustratingly hard to call. It’s
a waiting game that doesn’t reward those who wait. So
when a shrewd investor like US hedge fund guru, Ken
Griffin, decides to spend, its time to sit up and listen.
Griffin’s purchase of 3 Carlton Gardens for £95 million - a
discount of over 32% on the original asking price of £140
million - follows in the wake of a sustained Brexit-induced
decline in the value of Sterling which, for US$ buyers,
ultimately shaved over 50% off prime London property
prices. The fall in the pound against the US dollar, from
$1.46 on 23 June 2016 to $1.26 at the beginning of 2019,
not only prompted investors like Griffin to go bargain
hunting but also more than compensated them for
previously prohibitive stamp duty charges.

Carlton Gardens is just one of a significant number of
ultra prime residential London properties to change
hands in recent months, often for significantly less
than guide price.
Ten Belgrave Square, for example, changed hands for £48
million, less than half it’s original guide price, while last year
a Russian buyer was able to pick up Ashburn House for
£16 million - a 40% discount from its initial listed price.
Griffin has also purchased the Peninsular development’s
10,000-sq/ft. penthouse at Hyde Park Corner for over
£100 million which, while not representing such a
discount, as best in class, is strong testimony to growing
confidence in the market.

With prices this low, Griffin’s spending spree might
seem predicable but its timing – when property prices
are still falling and Brexit is unresolved – is not. Yet
timing is where the real money is to be made.
So why now?
Bargain prices are only part of the reason for heightening
investor interest at the top end. The capital’s prime
residential property sector has always been attractive to
investors during times of increased demand for haven
assets - and now is no different. For investors still licking
their wounds following December’s losses (the worst for
stock markets in a decade), a withdrawal from equities is
tempting, particularly as market volatility shows little sign
of abating. Concerns over the relationship between China
and the US, together with stagnating automotive markets
in Europe and China will do little to reassure them. So for
those with little stomach left for equities, London property
remains an attractive alternative.

Global turmoil and equity volatility aside, the most
compelling reason for eyeing up London property
now, as Griffin’s purchases indicate, is that the market
is starting to bottom out.
The decision by a consistently successful property
investor to buy is often the first sign that the low point has
been reached.
Griffin and buyers like him know that Brexit uncertainty is
already reflected in London property prices and is beginning to weaken its bite. Recent headlines back this up.
Fears over mass job losses in London’s financial services
sector appear to be unfounded, according to Reuters (5
February 2019). Other reports cite Goldman Sachs’
prediction that the pound is set to advance against all its
G-10 peers this year, now that Brexit looks set to resolve
itself with a delay or a deal of some kind.

It’s also reasonable to anticipate market bottom when
a bear market approaches maturity.
Historically the London prime residential market rarely
remains in bear form for more than four years. Brexit is
unique, granted, but with attractive yields of over 4% now
achievable in the capital the current bear market is unlikely
to buck the trend.
All these factors, coupled with the likelihood that buyers
will seek to replicate the deals made by Griffin and others,
strongly suggest that 2019 Q1 is the time to buy. Once
interest increases, however, sellers will recognise the
bottom of the market too and will start to re-evaluate their
decisions to sell. The real bargains will then begin to dry
up and those who hesitate will lose out. This is of course
why Griffin and experienced investors like him do so well:
they move not when bottom is reached but just before,
leaving everyone else to scrabble for what’s left.

That said there are still some very good deals to be
had in the market.
A Belgravia Penthouse, for example, is on the market for
£25 million, down 58% from its original guide price of £39
million and Wilton Mews is similarly available for £24
million, down 44% from its original list price of £42.5
million. Big discounts like these, however, will soon
become harder to find as vendors begin to recognise the
risk of capitulation.
So for investors looking to bag a bargain in London,
there is no time like the present.
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